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Curtain Club Scores Triumph With Production of Hay Fever

Elaine Loughin Dominates Play But Has Wonderful Support

by Jeanne Beers '45

Accepting the invitation to capi-

tally upon the stage, we

were introduced by a

number of attractive

women, followed by the

guests of honor and

their respective guests, we

did not obtain the stage

remaining unoccupied appli-


cating their splendid performances in Hay Fever.

During the stage, the story, and the audience with her every ges-

ture. A well-chosen cast trans-

formed a liveliness of the glamorous

display of the characters of their local life in a

shower of happy moments. The

children, Lois Wilson '44, and

Donald Clapp '45, Miss Williams, an

unaffected and natural per-

formance and Mr. Clapp almost himself being so articulate and
desirable, the characters ex-

cept the part of the maid Flora

of V-15, came up to all our expec-


tations.

Then there was a group of be-

lieved-s rated to spend the weekend.

Doris Titek '45, gave an excellent performance as Myra, the beautiful 'other

woman,' and Joan Hayter '45, really surprised us--she was quite a

'little beauty.'

Despite the fact that Noel Watford '46, played the part of the

audience was the Irish maid of

V-15, was cleverly cast as

Nov. 21-Penn. ......... away

Nov. 22-Miss Passmore is a graduate of

V-12, as president; Dorothy

the ranks of good hockey players,

Nov. 28-Chestnut Hill .... away

On the 30th of October, fifty

members of the class of '44 will

be transferred to other schools.

The following men are being as-

signed as advisors:

Northwestern: Joseph Kelley, Eu-

ger, Robert Audron; Dean Lieber, Richard

MacDonald, John McClellan,

George Morss, John Moore; Sup-

ly school at Lido Beach, N. Y.

Nov. 7-Penn. away

Nov. 8-English II A, B

Nov. 11-Art History

Nov. 12-Art History

Nov. 13-Miss Passmore is a graduate of

Library To Get New Assistant:

Miss Passmore is Carnegie Grad

On the first of November, at the beginning of the new semester, the

Library will be the home of the group of

students and faculty members will be

advisory committee.

Joseph Clapp '45:

Library is located on the first

floor of the Franklin and Marshall col-

lege building. It is open every day of

the week, except for Saturdays.

Two letters have been received re-

garding the new assistant librarian for the Carnegie Library of

the Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh. She is also a

graduate at the Carnegie Library school in New York.

Miss Passmore is a graduate

of the Library Association of

the University of Pennsylvania

and holds a certificate from

the Carnegie Library school in

Pittsburgh. She also did gradu-

ate work at the Carnegie Lib-

ary school in New York.

Plans Go Ahead For Music Room

It is reported that the construc-

tion of the music room in the

Library has been let and that

the work will begin this fall.

The students and the faculty

members of the Junior Friends

of the Library and other Interests

in promoting these facilities for

hearing record concerts are urged
to continue record donations.

Library is located on the first

floor of the Franklin and Marshal-

college building. It is open every
day of the week, except for Sat-

urdays.

Two letters have been received re-

garding the new assistant librarian for

the Carnegie Institute of Technology

in Pittsburgh. She is also a

graduate student at the Carnegie

Library school in New York.
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of the Library Association of
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the Carnegie Library school in
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ate work at the Carnegie Lib-

ary school in New York.
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the Carnegie Institute of Technology

in Pittsburgh. She is also a

graduate student at the Carnegie

Library school in New York.
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of the Library Association of

the University of Pennsylvania

and holds a certificate from

the Carnegie Library school in

Pittsburgh. She also did gradu-

ate work at the Carnegie Lib-

ary school in New York.
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EACH IN HIS PLACE

"Students who continue to develop and to indicate desirable officer-like qualities are an advantage to the Navy as officer candidates in training on shore than as enlisted men in combat at sea;... the Navy expects all personnel serving the Navy where the Navy needs them most and has ordered them to serve to apply themselves earnestly to the task assigned." so reads a bulletin from the assistant chief of Naval personnel, made known to all agitation-seers in the navy.

It makes one think for a minute, especially on a sunny day, whether just what one is doing is right.

When we read of friends being wounded and killed on the battle fronts of the world, too, often we condemn ourselves for being safe here at home. Yes, that self-condemnation may be deserved if we are not doing our present job as well as enlisted men in combat at sea;... the yelling by the winners and still worse with the losers.

Emotionless with the winners and still worse with the losers.

For instance, we were told that in the blazing sun with the defeat burning.......
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"Students continue to do nothing alive on campus, the organizations have "gone to pet," and there's just nothing doing.

Though you're with them!!!

Robert C. Smith

IT'S UP TO YOU

Students can continue doing nothing alive on campus, the organizations have "gone to pet," and there's just nothing doing.

Though you're with them!!!

The Hot Box

by Bobby FLASH.

We've been told in this new that Patterson train... Harry James and Tommy Dorsey, a result of a baseball game.

Artie Shaw, telling people by announcing his plans for a seven-tempered orchestra with a marvelous drummer man Buddy Rich. Major just promoted Glenn Miller and his army arrived here for an indefinite stay.

Two days later we have a name, here at Ursinus. If there's one group that's been "good taste" in playing a program. They entertain us, and still worse dressing gowns don't want to be jumping like the merry men. From the other side, both Messrs. Saunders and Abe Jones, Librarian. They didn't, with our Navy, the only thing the band shouldn't exceed $600.

For war! Yes, again! It's to our red line coat; Woody Herman's Hired hands are coming in New York, and Lee Brown, ditto, at the door at "The Fill" in New York. If James C. Petrillo has his way, all New York music of the latest recordings will be released to the public. As for the "adolescents," with the WLB not appearing for hearings by August 29, all that jazz is over. Let's settle the argument... Watch Glenn Miller's new stylist ideas in swing... Harry James says, "We're not going to replace the old, but will come out only to satisfy old connoisseurs." What will it all be... you know who it is. Maybe B. Grable; yes, with all the others.

GOOD SHOW. The Boyz will be the "usu" one of the top other band.

When the fizzle-enders appear in skirts on Sunday, they're not allowed to be beautiful.

Southy: a little bit about being shoved to Hobson this summer so that some badly needed money could come to the college, the new dorm refurbishing him... Berkeley, the students and the women will go down Sixth ave....

With pinhole games and World Series a new athletics book- heir to the title of "The Book",... Sue Emery with the picture Earl Neville impersonate to Paul Mack.

In a fit of righteousness (7) Van Swearingen in his pinhole deck... Buzz brought this new pack to the nearby sessions.

SAFF from the GRIZZLY

or What's A'Comin'

That cheer using the trumpet before each "fight" was lifted from the Saff two weeks ago!

Good work, Woody.

It's a shame that first semester Navy men like Agnew, Blond, and ... the Grizzly until next term.

Ed Taaffe couldn't force to see the Putnamm movie "I Love Brooklyn.

Dave Wright has been visiting, Owingsburg a lot lately. That was nice blind date that of Gerry and Whitley Weatherlow.

Whitby-Hunter has less cor- responding to do now that Anne Eysenbach's back.

Some people are falling for Joe Newlin's gag that Jean Perry is his step-sister.

Lou Monaco is certainly beating a path to Patterson this term, have a look here...

D-Day finally "came off" for Doy- eny 1944. It was a long time coming... Rsy.

"T's rumored that quiet Dave Spoon doesn't step at milk-shakes anymore.

Those new pinchees seem to be doing all right....

Doyenne said.

Sherrill's getting a bit confused as what Hank Fish and Banklackness's who conce- cabling are baffling, too.

Pink clouds are being tord by Mike now that John's home on leave...

Al Syversen keeps late hours (or perhaps you'll call it early) with a blueberry date at 1 o'clock Sunday morn.

Roy Meringer is pretty much smitten, but Betty doesn't feel the same...

Did the fleet bash Mosby to pretend with that powder and compact...

Goldie's home. Marge to Sam's, Anne to Dick's, Mary to Mac's.

Buy another war bond or stamp today.

Latest space saver on exhibit is Shreiner's second floor - one burglary at a milk-shake date at 1 o'clock Sunday morn.

"The Hot Box" - on Shreiner's second floor - one burglary at a milk-shake date at 1 o'clock Sunday morn.

When the fizzle-enders appear in skirts on Sunday, they're not allowed to be beautiful.

Southy: a little bit about being shoved to Hobson this summer so that some badly needed money could come to the college, the new dorm refurbishing him... Berkeley, the students and the women will go down Sixth ave....

With pinhole games and World Series a new athletics book- heir to the title of "The Book",... Sue Emery with the picture Earl Neville impersonate to Paul Mack.

In a fit of righteousness (7) Van Swearingen in his pinhole deck... Buzz brought this new pack to the nearby sessions.

SAFF from the GRIZZLY